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 to hell with tea



                          SOME INTERES-TEA-NG               
HISTORY:

• In the sixteenth century the greatest tea-master, 
Senno-Soyeki, created “the first independent tea-
room,” and established the “formalities of the tea-
ceremony” (Okakura, K. 2007, p. 54-55). 

•Tea hasn’t always been a beverage, but started as 
medicine! A man named “Shen Nong Shi was the first 
Chinese herbal doctor and is venerated as the Father 
of Chinese medicine” (Fabiowzgogo, 2016). 

•Over time, tea wasn’t just medicine or a beverage, 
but in Japan became “a religion of aestheticism—
Teaism.  

Teaism is a cult founded on the adoration of 
the beautiful among the sordid facts of every-
day  existence” (Okakura, K. 2007, p. 3). 



Did you 
know...?

DID YOU KNOW…?

• It takes about 2,000 tiny leaves to make a pound of tea.
• Black tea is the most commonly drunk tea in America, 
   Britain and Europe.
• It is estimated that there are more than 3,000 varieties of    
   tea in the world.
• When actors drink whiskey in films, they are usually drink     
  ing watered down tea, as the color is the same. (Green     
  Witch Tea, 2016).
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#tohellwithtea

Enjoy having some tea while you 
are cooking at the microwave...

ENJOY THE
LITTLE THINGS

feature tea story



#tohellwithtea

Enjoy some 
tea while you 
are having an 
illumination...

  #tohellwithtea

Enjoy some 
tea while 
you are 
thinking 
about the 
universe...



#tohellwithtea

Enjoy some tea while you are looking
at London at the end of the day.....

  #tohellwithtea

Enjoy some 
tea while 
you are 
pretending 
having some 
tea...



TEA SHOWER. It has been suggested that showering 
while standing is spiritual and therapeutic, our submis-
sion from Moses, suggests having tea while standing in 
the shower can have the same effect.

#tohellwithtea

VERY NAUGHTY THINGS TO DO IN WHEAT FIELDS IN 
MAY - This entry from a ‘bratty’, defiant teenager, shows 
her drinking tea from a teacup in a wheat field.  We’re 
told she ran through the fields, spilling tea everywhere!

#tohellwithtea



Tea in Tree Trees are useful to us in 
many ways, why we cut down 15 mil-
lion of them each year is beyond us tea 
drinkers.  Don’t cut them, climb them - 
and have a cup of tea while you’re there!
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Trees are amaz-
ing, they reduce 
the amount of 
carbon dioxide 
in our atmos-
phere, they also 
provide us with 
oxygen, but did 
you know that 
if you are lost, 
trees can help 
you find you 
way?  If you see 
moss on a tree, 
chances are you 
are looking at 
the north side 
of the tree - 
moss grows on 
the shadier side.  
(landarchs.com)

#tohellwithtea



TEA AT THE LIFT

ICE LEMON TEA IN A PHOTOGRAPY SHOPPING MALL
featured tea story



Josie is in 
the ‘dog 
house’.
Well, you 
can enjoy 
tea any-

where.  Did 

you know 

in the UK, 

luxury dog 

houses 

can cost 

between 

£30,000 - 

£150,000?

#tohellwithtea

TEA CAN BE PART OF 
THE THINGS YOU DO 
THAT DAY



Jamaican Tea Lime - Kevon enjoys a cuppa at a ‘lime’. 
A lime is an informal gathering between neighbour-
hood friends/acquaintances, generally in a backyard 
or garden. It’s a term used in many  Caribbean nations.

#tohellwithtea

#tohellwithtea

Tea on Cam -  Christine enjoys a cup of tea on a boat 
ride along the River Cam.  The river flows through 
eastern England and is approximately 23.2 km long.



Savannah’s Tea Ride in the Netherlands. 
There are over 16 million people residing in 
Holland, 36% of them use the bicycle as 
their main mode of transport. There are 
over 13 million bicycles in the Netherlands.

#tohellwithtea

Jorge from New 
York enjoys tea 
anytime,  
anywhere, did you 
know that James 
Naismith invented 
basketball in 1891? 
Neither did we, 
thanks  Google!

#tohellwithtea



TEA IN A COOP, A HEN’S HELL  
We all know that hens don’t like to be cooped up, but 
what happens when the roles are reversed...?  Well, for 
one, he leaves the door open and makes himself a cuppa.

#tohellwithtea

TEA VAN It may sound a bit fancy and expensive but 
anyone can do a tea van!  Just hop on top of your van or 
neighbour’s if you don’t have one, and have a nice cup 
of tea.

#tohellwithtea



#tohellwithtea

Tea on Train.  This very clever submission 
was taken on a train in India. Everyday in 
India, over 23 million passengers commute 
using the country’s 12,617 trains!

Tea in a Bin. This creative submission from 
the Netherlands is from Alex. Do you know 
the Netherlands is considered to have 
the best waste management in Europe?

#tohellwithtea



TEA ON A TRAMPOLINE. This fun contraption that has 
made our lives happier, was invented by  George Nissen 
in 1930. It became an official Olympic sport at the Sydney 
Olympic Games in 2000. Did you know that when you jump 
on a trampoline you are practicing Newton’s laws of motion? 
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Did you know that cats are actually smarter 
than humans?  Scientists have discovered 
that our feline friends pretend they don’t 
understand us in order to survive.  They also 
discovered that it was a cat that created the 
hashtag #tohellwithtea.  Now you know!



#tohellwithtea #tohellwithtea

Masked Tea 
From Cleopatra to us, 
beauty masks like tea 
can be very expensive. 
We don’t know who 
she is but we want her 
cup and tea!

TEA IN STYLE

Karuna has a cup of 
tea in an Auto in the 
middle of the road in 
Nagaland, Northeast 
India.



TOILET TEA. It’s estimated that the average person spends close 
to two hours on the toilet seat each week.  We can highlight 
many things you can do while on the seat, but for now, we sug-
gest drinking tea and reading our #tohellwithtea zine. 

#tohellwithtea

#tohellwithtea

Tea Beach Life, Abu Dhabi - Tea is a very 
popular drink in Abu Dhabi, and to make 
tea you need water - the UAE has one of 
the lowest water availability per capita in 
the world, although residents consume 
an estimated 1,000 million litres per day 
(khaleejtimes). How much of that water 
goes to tea drinking, we can only guess.  



Ashley ignores Josh. She just sits there on his 
bike with a cuppa. 

We at To Hell with Tea, are shedding light 
on a serious, undiscussed issue, that affects 
many of you out there, including our very 
own Ashley(co-founder).  Recently we’ve 
noticed a change in Ashley’s  behaviour: 
Sneaking off at random, lost interest in your 
tea submissions and worse - she’s taken all 
the tea at the office. Know the signs and 
seek help before it’s too late. Help us help 
Ashley, hashtag #ashleyteaaddict

ASHLEY’S STORY



Other times she pretends to go shopping but 
we know she is having a cuppa.

Sometimes we find Ashley in unusual places 
drinking tea.  She never seem to notice we are 
there. 



#tohellwithtea

If you encounter Ashley by the roadside,
make sure you don’t have teabags with you
she will take them.  Help us help Ashley
#ashleyteaaddict


